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ABSTRACT 

“SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SYNCHRONIZATION FOR OFDMA 
TRANSMISSION" 

 

An apparatus for facilitating wireless communication, the apparatus comprising: one or more 
memories; and one or more processors coupled to the one or more memories, the one or more 
processors configured to cause: receiving, in a trigger frame transmitted by an access point, an 
indication of a first guard interval length, wherein the trigger frame allocates one or more 
resources for an uplink (UL) multi-user (MU) transmission and solicits the UL MU 
transmission, wherein a value of the first guard interval length is to be used by each of a 
plurality of stations, including the apparatus, associated with the UL MU transmission, 
generating an uplink frame for the UL MU transmission solicited by the trigger frame, wherein 
the uplink frame comprises a payload and a physical layer (PHY) header, and transmitting the 
uplink frame using a resource allocated by the trigger frame to the apparatus, wherein at least 
a portion of the payload of the uplink frame is associated with the first guard interval length. 
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We claim: 

 

1.  An apparatus for facilitating wireless communication, the apparatus comprising:  

one or more memories; and  

one or more processors coupled to the one or more memories, the one or more 

processors configured to cause:  

receiving, in a trigger frame transmitted by an access point, an indication of a 

first guard interval length, wherein the trigger frame allocates one or more resources 

for an uplink (UL) multi-user (MU) transmission and solicits the UL MU transmission, 

wherein a value of the first guard interval length is to be used by each of a plurality of 

stations, including the apparatus, associated with the UL MU transmission,  

generating an uplink frame for the UL MU transmission solicited by the trigger 

frame, wherein the uplink frame comprises a payload and a physical layer (PHY) 

header, and  

transmitting the uplink frame using a resource allocated by the trigger frame to 

the apparatus,  

wherein at least a portion of the payload of the uplink frame is associated with 

the first guard interval length. 

 

2.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the trigger frame comprises an implicit 

indication of when the uplink frame is to be transmitted as part of the UL MU transmission. 

 

3.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the one or more processors are configured 

to cause transmitting the uplink frame at a predetermined time after receipt of a PHY protocol 

data unit (PPDU) that carries the trigger frame. 

 

4.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the UL MU transmission comprises an 

uplink Orthogonal-Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) transmission, and wherein 

the first guard interval length is for the uplink OFDMA transmission. 

 

5.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the PHY header is associated with a 

second guard interval length. 
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6.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein the payload is comprised of a first set of 

orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols and each OFDM symbol in the 

first set of OFDM symbols comprises a guard interval of the first guard interval length. 

 

7.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein the PHY header is composed of a second 

set of OFDM symbols and a third set of OFDM symbols and each OFDM symbol in the second 

set of OFDM symbols comprises a guard interval of the second guard interval length and each 

OFDM symbol in the third set of OFDM symbols comprises a guard interval of the first guard 

interval length. 

 

8.  The apparatus as claimed in claim 7, wherein the second set of OFDM symbols 

comprises a legacy short training field, a legacy long training field, a legacy signal field, and a 

high efficiency signal A field, and wherein the third set of OFDM symbols comprises a high 

efficiency long training field. 

 

9. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the trigger frame comprises an indication 

of the guard interval length.  

 

10.  A method for facilitating wireless communications between a wireless device and an 

access point, the method comprising:  

receiving, by the wireless device in a downlink frame from the access point, an 

indication of a first cyclic prefix (CP) length, wherein the downlink frame is for allocating 

resources for an uplink (UL) multi-user (MU) transmission and for soliciting the UL MU 

transmission, wherein the first CP length is the same length to be used for all of a plurality of 

stations addressed by the downlink frame in the UL MU transmission;  

generating, by the wireless device, an uplink frame for the UL MU transmission 

solicited by the downlink frame, wherein the uplink frame comprises a payload; and  

transmitting the uplink frame using a resource allocated by the downlink frame,  

wherein at least a portion of the payload of the uplink frame is associated with the first 

CP length. 

 

11.  The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the uplink frame comprises a legacy 

header, and wherein at least a portion of the legacy header is associated with a second CP 

length. 
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12.  The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the payload is comprised of a first set of 

orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols and each OFDM symbol in the 

first set of OFDM symbols comprises a CP of the first CP length, and wherein the legacy header 

is composed of a second set of OFDM symbols and each OFDM symbol in the second set of 

OFDM symbols comprises a CP of the second CP length. 

 

13.  The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the UL MU transmission is an Orthogonal 

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) transmission. 

 

14.  The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the uplink frame is transmitted at a 

predetermined time after a physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU) that carries the downlink 

frame. 

 

15.  The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein a payload of the downlink frame comprises 

the indication of the first CP length. 

 

16. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein downlink frame comprises an indication 

of the first cyclic prefix length. 

 

17.  A method of facilitating wireless communication, the method comprising:  

determining, by an access point, a first guard interval to be used by a set of stations 

participating in a multi-user (MU) uplink (UL) transmission;  

creating, by the access point, a trigger frame, wherein the trigger frame comprises 

information indicating the first guard interval for the UL MU transmission, wherein the trigger 

frame allocates resources for the UL MU transmission and solicits the UL MU transmission;  

transmitting, by the access point, the trigger frame to the set of stations; and  

processing an uplink frame comprising a plurality of frames from the set of stations 

based on the resources for the UL MU transmission, wherein each of the plurality of frames 

comprises a respective payload, and wherein at least a portion of the respective payload is 

associated with the first guard interval. 

 

18.  The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein each of the plurality of frames comprises 

a respective non-legacy header, and wherein at least a portion of the respective non-legacy 

header is associated with the first guard interval. 
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19.  The method as claimed in claim 18, wherein for each of the plurality of frames, a second 

portion of the respective non-legacy header is associated with a second guard interval. 

 

20.  The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein the trigger frame comprises an indication 

of when each of the plurality of frames is to be transmitted as part of the UL MU transmission. 

 

21.  The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein the UL MU transmission is an Orthogonal 

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) transmission. 

 

22. The method as claimed in 17, wherein the trigger frame comprises an indication of the 

guard interval length. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SYNCHRONIZATION FOR OFDMA

TRANSMISSION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claimsthe benefit of priority from U.S. Provisional Application

No. 62/061,503, entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SYNCHRONIZATION OF

OFDMA TRANSMISSION," filed October 8, 2014, which is incorporated herein by

referencein its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present descriptionrelatesin generalto wirelesscommunicationsystemsand

methods,and more particularly to, for example,without limitation, systemsandmethods for

synchronization fororthogonalfrequency division multipleaccess(OFDMA) transmission.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Wireless local area network (WLAN) devicesare deployed in diverse

environments. These environmentsare generally characterizedby the existence of access

points and non-accesspoint stations. Increasedinterferencefrom neighboring devices gives

rise to performance degradation. Additionally,WLAN devicesare increasingly required to

support a variety of applications suchasvideo, cloud access,and offloading. In particular,

video traffic is expected tobe the dominant type of trafficin many high efficiency WLAN

deployments. Withthe real-time requirements ofsomeof theseapplications,WLAN users

demand improved performancein delivering their applications, includingimproved power

consumptionfor battery-operated devices.

[0004] The description providedin the backgroundsectionshouldnot be assumedto be

prior art merely becauseit is mentionedin or associatedwith the backgroundsection. The

backgroundsectionmay include information that describesoneor more aspects ofthe subject

technology.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 illustratesa schematicdiagramof anexample of a wireless communication

network.

[0006] FIG. 2 illustratesa schematicdiagramof anexample of a wireless communication

device.
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[0007] FIG. 3A illustrates a schematic block diagram ofan example of a transmitting

signal processorin a wireless communication device.

[0008] FIG. 3B illustrates a schematic block diagram ofan example of a receiving signal

processorin a wireless communication device.

[0009] FIG. 4 illustratesanexample of ahigh efficiency frame.

[0010] FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example ofan exchange of frames

among wireless communication devicesfor OFDMA transmission.

[0011] FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example ofan exchange of frames

among wireless communication devicesfor OFDMA transmission.

[0012] FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example ofan exchange of frames

among wireless communication devicesfor OFDMA transmission.

[0013] FIG. 8 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example ofan exchange of frames

among wireless communication devices for OFDMA transmission.

[0014] FIGS. 9A through 9C illustrate flow charts of examples of methods for

facilitating wireless communication.

[0015] In oneor more implementations, notall of the depicted componentsin each figure

may be required, and one ormore implementations may include additional components not

shown in a figure. Variationsin the arrangementand type of the componentsmay be made

without departingfrom the scope of the subject disclosure. Additional components, different

components, or fewer components maybeutilized within thescopeof the subject disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] The detailed descriptionset forth below is intendedas a description of various

implementations andis not intended to represent the only implementationsin which the

subject technology maybe practiced. As those skilledin the art would realize, the described

implementations maybe modified in various differentways, all without departingfrom the

scope of the present disclosure. Accordingly, the drawings and description are tobe regarded

as illustrativein natureandnot restrictive.

[0017] Multi-user (MU) transmission in next-generation WLAN systems include

techniquessuch as downlink/uplink (DL/UL) MU multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO)

and DL/UL orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). During the

standardization activities of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers ( IEEE)

802.11, Task Group ax, OFDMA technology is introduced to provide a multiple access
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scheme to improve network efficiency. OFDMAis a technology that allows multiple stations

(STAs) to transmitframessimultaneously using non-overlapping frequency-time resources.

[0018] In OFDMA transmission, if frames transmittedby different stationsare not

synchronizedat a receiverside (e.g., at an accesspoint), the receiver may have difficulty

correctly decodingthe frames. In one or more aspects,a trigger frame maybe utilized to

facilitate maintaining of synchronizationamong the participating stations for MU

simultaneous transmissionin OFDMA.

[0019] In one or more aspects,a trigger frame maybe a frame sentby an access point

(AP) that seeksdata,control, or managementframe response(s)from stations that participate

in a subsequent uplink(UL) MU frame. The triggerframe maybeutilized to initiate the MU

simultaneous transmissionin OFDMA. By way of non-limiting example, a trigger frame

may include someor all of the following features: (a) a list of STAs that an AP seeksa

responsefrom; (b) resource allocation informationfor eachSTA (e.g.,a sub-bandassigned to

each STA); and/or (c) attributes of the expectedUL MU frame, such as the duration,

bandwidth, etc., among otherfeatures. The term "resource" may refer to, for example,

bandwidth, time/duration thatthe STAs expect to occupy a transmissionmedium, and/or

possibly a number ofspatialstreams thatthe STAsmay use. In oneor more aspects, a trigger

frame may include information for aguard interval (GI) duration and/or the fast Fourier

transform(FFT) sizeto beusedfor at leastsomesymbolsof anUL frame.

[0020] In one or more aspects, a data transmission procedure using a trigger frame may

beprovidedasfollows. An AP sendsa triggerframeto participating STAs, where the trigger

frame includes resource allocationinformation for the participating STAs. Each of the

participating STAsmay send its respective UL frame in its assigned resourceat a

predetermined timeafter receiving the triggerframe. Each of the participating STAs may

monitor frames transmitted by the AP,such as beaconframes,and compensate frequency

offset beforethe participating STA transmitsits respectiveUL frame. For example, the

participating STAsmay perform frequency/time offset compensation by aligning their

respective clock to a clock associated withthe AP. The alignment of the clocksmay also

allow for time synchronization betweenthe participating STAsandthe AP. Accordingly, the

trigger frame for the AP may facilitate time/frequency synchronization, whichin turn may

facilitate synchronizationfor OFDMA transmission.

[0021] In one or more implementations,in addition to time/frequency synchronization,

eachparticipating STA maybe configured touse the sameorthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (OFDM) symbol durationas the other participating STAs to further facilitate
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synchronization of the OFDMA transmission. The configuring of the participating STAs

may be basedon information (e.g., from the AP) indicative of guard interval durations tobe

utilized by the participating STAs. The OFDM symbol duration of the participating STAs

may be referredto asbeing aligned when the OFDM symbol durationis the sameamong the

participating STAs. Conversely, if the STAs have different OFDM symbol durationsfrom

oneanother(e.g.,the OFDM symbol durationsarenot aligned between the various STAs), a

receiver of the OFDM symbols(e.g., the AP) may have greater difficulty correctly decoding

the frames receivedfrom the STAs.

[0022] In one or more aspects,to maintain the sameOFDM symbol duration among the

participating STAs, theGI periods, associated with the OFDM symbols of the participating

STAs, are aligned. In one or more aspects, mechanisms are provided to enableall

participating STAs tousethe sameGI duration (or thesameOFDM symbol duration).

[0023] In one or more implementations, a methodis provided for aligning the OFDM

symbol durations from multiple STAs basedon setting a guard interval utilizedby the

participating STAs. The aligning of the OFDM symbol durations allows synchronization of

OFDM symbol boundaries when the multiple STAs transmit frames simultaneously,suchas

for OFDMA transmission. In some aspects, the aligning of the OFDM symbol durations of

multiple STAs maybe referred toasaligning the OFDM symbol boundaries of the multiple

STAs, synchronizing the OFDM symbols of the multiple STAs, or synchronizing the OFDM

symbol boundaries of the multiple STAs.

[0024] In one or more implementations, the method may include receiving at a first

station a firstframe (e.g., a downlink frame), where the first frame includes informationon

resource allocation that the firststation is scheduled to transmit a frame(e.g., an uplink

frame). The method may furtherincludesending,by the first station,a second frame(e.g.,an

uplink frame), wherethe guard interval of each OFDM symbol of a portion(e.g., a payload

portion) of the second frameis the sameas that of a portion(e.g.,the payload portion) of the

first frame.

[0025] In one aspect, each ofthe first and second frames includes a respective first part

anda respectivesecondpart. A guard interval duration associated with the second part of the

second framemay be basedon information (e.g.,a value) containedin the first frame thatis

indicative of the guard interval duration.

[0026] In some aspects, the first part of the first frameis associated with a first FFTsize,

and the secondpart of the first frameis associatedwith a second FFTsizedifferent from the

first FFT size. In some aspects,the first part of thesecondframe is associated with a third
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FFT size, and the second part of the second frameis associated with a fourth FFT size

different from the third FFT size. In one aspect, the third FFT sizeis the same as the first

FFT size. In one aspect, the fourth FFT sizeis the same as the second FFT size.

[0027] FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of an example of a wireless communication

network 100. In the wireless communication network100, such as a wireless local area

network (WLAN), a basic service set (BSS) includes a plurality of wireless communication

devices (e.g., WLAN devices). In one aspect, a BSS refers to a set of STAs that can

communicate in synchronization, rather than a concept indicating a particular area.In the

example, the wireless communication network100 includes wireless communication devices

111-1 15, which maybe referred to as stations (STAs).

[0028] Each of the wireless communication devices 111-1 15 may include a media access

control (MAC) layer and a physical (PHY) layer according toan IEEE 802.11 standard. In

the example, at least one wireless communication device (e.g., device 111) is an access point

(AP). An AP may be referred to as an AP STA or an AP device. The other wireless

communication devices (e.g., devices 112-115) may be non-AP STAs. Alternatively,all of

the wireless communication devices 111-1 5 may be non-AP STAsin an Ad-hoc networking

environment.

[0029] An AP STA and a non-AP STA may be collectively called STAs. However, for

simplicity of description, in some aspects, only a non-AP STA may be referred to as a STA.

An AP may be, for example, a centralized controller, a base station (BS), a node-B, a base

transceiver system (BTS), a site controller, a network adapter, a network interface card

(NIC), a router, or thelike. An non-AP STA (e.g., a client device operable by a user) may be,

for example, a device with wireless communication capability, a terminal, a wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU), a user equipment (UE), a mobile station (MS), a mobile

terminal, a mobile subscriber unit, a laptop, a non-mobile computing device (e.g., a desktop

computer with wireless communication capability) or the like.In one or more aspects, a non-

AP STA may act asanAP (e.g., a wireless hotspot).

[0030] In one aspect, an APis a functional entity for providing access to a distribution

system, by way of a wireless medium, for an associated STA. For example,an AP may

provide access to the internet for one or more STAs that are wirelessly and communicatively

connected to the AP.In FIG. 1, wireless communications between non-AP STAs are made

by way of an AP. However, when a direct linkis established between non-AP STAs, the

STAs can communicate directly with each other (without using an AP).
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[0031] In oneor more implementations, OFDMA-based802.11 technologiesareutilized,

and for the sakeof brevity, a STA refersto a non-APHE STA, andanAP refersto a HE AP.

In one or moreaspects,a STAmay actasan AP.

[0032] FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram ofanexample of a wireless communication

device. The wireless communication device200 includes a baseband processor210, a radio

frequency(RF) transceiver220, an antenna unit230, a memory240, an input interface unit

250, an output interface unit260, and a bus270, or subsets and variations thereof. The

wireless communication device200 can be, or can be a part of, any of the wireless

communication devices 111-1 15.

[0033] In the example, the baseband processor210 performs baseband signal processing,

and includes a medium access control (MAC) processor2 11 and a PHY processor215. The

memory 240may storesoftware (such as MAC software) including atleastsome functions of

the MAC layer. The memory may further storean operating systemandapplications.

[0034] In the illustration, the MAC processor2 1 includes a MAC software processing

unit 212 and a MAC hardware processing unit213. The MAC software processing unit212

executes the MAC software to implement some functions of the MAClayer, and the MAC

hardware processing unit213 may implement remaining functions of the MAC layeras

hardware (MAC hardware). However, the MAC processor2 1 may vary in functionality

dependingon implementation. The PHY processor215 includes a transmitting(TX) signal

processing unit280 anda receiving(RX) signalprocessing unit 290. The term TXmay refer

to transmitting, transmit, transmitted, transmitter or thelike. The term RX may refer to

receiving, receive, received, receiver or thelike.

[0035] The PHY processor215 interfacesto the MAC processor2 11 through, among

others, transmit vector (TXVECTOR)and receive vector (RXVECTOR) parameters.In one

or more aspects, the MAC processor2 11 generatesandprovides TXVECTOR parameters to

the PHY processor215 to supply per-packet transmit parameters.In oneor more aspects, the

PHY processor215 generates and provides RXVECTOR parametersto the MAC processor

2 11 to inform the MAC processor2 11 of the received packet parameters.

[0036] In some aspects, the wireless communication device200 includes a read-only

memory (ROM)(not shown) or registers(not shown) that store instructions thatare needed

by one or more of the MAC processor2 11, the PHY processor215 and/or other components

of the wireless communication device200.

[0037] In oneor more implementations, the wireless communication device200 includes

a permanentstoragedevice (not shown) configuredasa read-and-write memory device.The
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permanent storage device maybe a non-volatile memory unit thatstores instructions even

when the wireless communication device200 is off. The ROM, registersand the permanent

storage device maybe part of the baseband processor210 or be a part of the memory240.

Each of the ROM,the permanent storagedevice,and the memory240 may be anexample of

a memoryor a computer-readablemedium. A memorymaybeoneor morememories.

[0038] The memory 240may be a read-and-write memory, a read-only memory, a

volatile memory, a non-volatile memory,or a combination ofsomeor all of the foregoing.

The memory 240 may store instructions thatone or more of the MAC processor2 11, the

PHY processor215, and/or another componentmay needat runtime.

[0039] The RF transceiver220 includesan RF transmitter221 and an RF receiver222.

The input interfaceunit 250 receivesinformation from a user,and the output interfaceunit

260 outputs information tothe user. The antenna unit230 includesone or more antennas.

When multi-input multi-output (MIMO) or multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) is used, the

antenna unit230 may includemore thanoneantenna.

[0040] The bus270 collectively representsall system,peripheral,and chipset buses that

communicatively connect the numerousinternal components ofthe wireless communication

device 200. In one or more implementations,the bus 270 communicatively connects the

baseband processor210 with the memory 240. From the memory 240, the baseband

processor210 may retrieve instructions to executeanddatato processin order to execute the

processes ofthe subject disclosure. The baseband processor 210can be a single processor,

multiple processors, or a multi-core processorin different implementations. The baseband

processor210, thememory240, the input interfaceunit 250, andthe output interfaceunit 260

maycommunicate witheachother viathebus270.

[0041] The bus270 alsoconnectsto the input interfaceunit 250 and the outputinterface

unit 260. The input interfaceunit 250 enables a user to communicate informationandselect

commandsto the wireless communication device200. Input devices that maybe usedwith

the input interfaceunit 250 may include any acoustic,speech,visual, touch, tactile and/or

sensoryinput device, e.g., a keyboard, a pointingdevice, a microphone, or a touchscreen.

The output interface unit 260 may enable, for example, thedisplay or output ofvideos,

images, audio, and data generatedby the wireless communication device200. Output

devices thatmay be usedwith the output interface unit260 may includeany visual, auditory,

tactile, and/or sensory outputdevice,e.g.,printersanddisplay devicesor any other device for

outputting information. One or more implementationsmay include devices thatfunction as

both input andoutput devices,suchasa touchscreen.
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[0042] One or more implementations can be realizedin part or in whole using a

computer-readable medium.In one aspect, a computer-readable medium includes one or

more media. In one or more aspects, a computer-readable mediumis a tangible computer-

readable medium, a computer-readable storage medium, a non-transitory computer-readable

medium, a machine-readable medium, a memory, or some combination of the foregoing (e.g.,

a tangible computer-readable storage medium, or a non-transitory machine-readable storage

medium). In one aspect, a computeris a machine. In one aspect, a computer-implemented

method is a machine-implemented method.

[0043] A computer-readable medium may include storage integrated into a processor

and/or storage external to a processor. A computer-readable medium may be a volatile,non¬

volatile, solidstate,optical, magnetic, and/or other suitable storage device, e.g., RAM, ROM,

PROM, EPROM, aflash, registers, a hard disk, a removable memory, or a remote storage

device.

[0044] In one aspect, a computer-readable medium comprises instructions stored therein.

In one aspect, a computer-readable mediumis encoded with instructions. In one aspect,

instructions are executable by one or more processors (e.g., 210,2 11, 212, 213, 215, 280,

290) to perform one or more operations or a method. Instructions may include, for example,

programs, routines, subroutines, data, data structures, objects, sequences, commands,

operations, modules, applications, and/or functions. Those skilledin the art would recognize

how to implement the instructions.

[0045] A processor (e.g., 210,2 11, 212, 213,215, 280, 290) may be coupled to one or

more memories (e.g.,one or more external memories suchas the memory 240, one or more

memories internal to the processor, one or more registers internal or external to the processor,

or one or more remote memories outside of the device 200), for example, via one or more

wired and/or wireless connections. The coupling maybe direct or indirect. In one aspect, a

processor includes oneor more processors. A processor, including a processing circuitry

capable of executing instructions, may read, write, or access a computer-readable medium. A

processor maybe, for example, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a digital

signal processor(DSP),or a field programmable gate array (FPGA).

[0046] In one aspect, a processor (e.g.,210, 2 11, 212, 213, 215, 280, 290) is configured

to cause one or more operations of the subject disclosure to occur.In one aspect, a processor

is configured to causean apparatus (e.g., a wireless communication device 200) to perform

operations or a method of the subject disclosure.In one or more implementations, a

processor configuration involves having a processor coupled to one or more memories. A
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memory maybe internal or external to the processor. Instructionsmay be in a form of

software, hardware or a combination thereof Software instructions (includingdata)may be

storedin a memory. Hardware instructions maybepart of the hardware circuitry components

of a processor.When the instructionsareexecutedor processedby oneor more processors,

(e.g., 210, 2 11, 212, 213,215, 280,290), the one or more processors causeone or more

operations of thesubject disclosure to occur or cause an apparatus (e.g., a wireless

communication device200) to perform operationsor a method of the subject disclosure.

[0047] FIG. 3A illustratesa schematicblock diagram ofan example of a transmitting

signal processing unit280 in a wireless communication device. The transmittingsignal

processing unit280 of the PHY processor215 includesanencoder281, an interleaver282, a

mapper283,an inverse Fourier transformer(IFT) 284,and aguard interval (GI) inserter285.

[0048] The encoder281 encodesinput data. For example,the encoder281 may be a

forward error correction (FEC) encoder. TheFEC encoder may include a binary

convolutional code(BCC) encoder followed by a puncturing device, or may include a low-

density parity-check(LDPC) encoder. The interleaver282 interleaves thebits of eachstream

output from the encoder281 to change the order ofbits. In oneaspect, interleaving maybe

applied only whenBCC encodingis employed. The mapper283 mapsthe sequence ofbits

output from the interleaver282 into constellationpoints.

[0049] WhenMIMO or MU-MIMO is employed, the transmittingsignal processing unit

280 mayusemultiple instances of the interleaver282 and multiple instances of the mapper

283 corresponding to the number ofspatialstreams(Nss). the example, the transmitting

signal processing unit280 may further include astreamparser for dividing outputs of the

BCC encoders or theLDPC encoderinto blocks thataresentto different interleavers282 or

mappers283. The transmittingsignal processing unit280 may further include a space-time

block code (STBC) encoder for spreading the constellationpoints from the number ofspatial

streamsinto a number of space-time streams (NSTS) and a spatial mapperfor mapping the

space-time streams to transmitchains. The spatialmappermay use direct mapping,spatial

expansion,or beamforming dependingon implementation. When MU-MIMO is employed,

oneor more of theblocksbefore reaching thespatialmapper maybeprovided for each user.

[0050] The IFT 284 converts a block of the constellation points outputfrom the mapper

283 or the spatial mapper into a time domain block(e.g., a symbol) by using an inverse

discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)or an inverse fast Fourier transform(IFFT). If the STBC

encoder and thespatialmapper are employed, theIFT 284 may be provided for each transmit

chain.
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[0051] When MIMO or MU-MIMO is employed,the transmittingsignal processingunit

280 may insert cyclic shift diversities(CSDs) to prevent unintentional beamforming.The

CSD insertion may occurbeforeor after the inverse Fourier transform operation. TheCSD

may be specified per transmitchain or may be specified per space-timestream.

Alternatively, theCSDmaybeappliedasa part ofthespatialmapper.

[0052] The G inserter 285 prepends aGI to the symbol. The transmitting signal

processing unit280 may optionallyperformwindowing to smoothedgesof each symbolafter

inserting the GI. The RF transmitter 221 converts the symbolsinto an RF signal and

transmits theRF signal via the antenna unit230. WhenMIMO or MU-MIMO is employed,

the GI inserter285 andtheRF transmitter221 may beprovided foreachtransmitchain.

[0053] FIG. 3B illustratesa schematic blockdiagramof anexample of a receivingsignal

processing unit290 in a wireless communicationdevice. The receivingsignal processing

unit 290 of thePHY processor215 includes aGI remover291, a Fourier transformer(FT)

292,a demapper293,a deinterleaver294, anda decoder295.

[0054] The RF receiver222 receivesan RF signalvia the antenna unit 230and converts

the RF signal into one or more symbols. In someaspects,the GI remover291 removesthe

GI from the symbol. WhenMIMO or MU-MIMO is employed,the RF receiver222 and the

GI remover291 maybeprovidedfor eachreceivechain.

[0055] The FT 292 converts thesymbol (e.g., the time domainblock) into a block ofthe

constellationpoints by using adiscreteFourier transform(DFT) or a fast Fourier transform

(FFT) dependingon implementation. In one or more implementations,the FT 292 is

provided foreachreceivechain.

[0056] WhenMIMO or MU-MIMO is employed,the receivingsignalprocessingunit 290

may be a spatial demapper for converting the Fourier transformed receiver chainsto

constellation points of the space-timestreams, and a STBC decoder (not shown)for

despreadingthe constellation pointsfrom the space-time streamsinto thespatialstreams.

[0057] The demapper293 demapsthe constellationpoints output from the FT292 or the

STBC decoder to the bitstreams. If the LDPC encoding is used,the demapper293 may

further perform LDPC tone demapping before the constellation demapping. The

deinterleaver294 deinterleavesthe bitsof eachstreamoutput from the demapper293. In one

or more implementations, deinterleaving maybeappliedonly whenBCC encodingis used.

[0058] WhenMIMO or MU-MIMO is employed,the receivingsignalprocessing unit290

may usemultiple instanceson thedemapper293 and multiple instancesof the deinterleaver

294 corresponding tothe number of spatialstreams. In the example,the receiving signal
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processing unit 290 may further include astreamdeparser for combining the streams output

from the deinterleavers294.

[0059] The decoder295 decodes the streams outputfrom the deinterleaver 294 and/orthe

stream deparser. For example, the decoder295 may be anFEC decoder. TheFEC decoder

may include a BCC decoder oranLDPC decoder.

[0060] FIG. 4 illustratesanexample of a high efficiency(HE) frame400. The HE frame

400 is a physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) protocol data unit (or PPDU)format.

An HE frame may be referredto asan OFDMA frame, a PPDU,an OFDMA PPDU, an MU

PPDU, another similar term, or vice versa.An HE frame maybe simply referred toas a

frame for convenience.

[0061] An AP may transmit a frame for downlink (DL) using a frame format shownin

this figure or a variation thereof. A STA may transmit a frame for uplink (UL) using a frame

format shownin this figure or a variation thereof(e.g., without any or some portions ofan

HE header414). In one or more aspects, the frames shownin FIGS. 5 through 8 may utilize

a frame format shownin FIG. 4 or a variation thereof.

[0062] Referring toFIG. 4, the HE frame 400 contains a header 410anda payload430.

The header 410 includes a legacy header 412 comprised of a legacy short training field(L-

STF), a legacy long trainingfield (L-LTF), and a legacy signal (L-SIG) field. These legacy

fields contain symbolsbasedon anearly design ofan IEEE 802.11 specification. Presence of

these symbols would make any new design compatible with the legacy designsandproducts.

[0063] In one or more implementations, the legacy STF, LTF,and SIG symbols are

modulated/carried with FFTsizeof 64 on a 20 MHz sub-channelandareduplicated every20

MHz if the frame has a channel bandwidth wider than20 MHz. Therefore, the legacyfield

(i.e., the STF, LTF, andSIG fields) occupies the entire channel bandwidth of the frame.The

L-STF field maybe utilized for packet detection, automatic gain control (AGC),and coarse

frequency-offset correction. The L-LTF fieldmay be utilized for channel estimation, fine

frequency-offset correction,andsymbol timing.

[0064] The header 410 may includean HE header 414 comprised ofan HE-SIG-A field

andanHE-SIG-B field. These fields contain symbols that carry control information thatmay

be vital regarding each PLCP service data unit (PSDU) and regarding the radio frequency

(RE), PHY, and MAC properties of a PPDU. Several sub-fields maybe located eitherin the

HE-SIG-A and/or HE-SIG-B fields. In one aspect, the HE-SIG-A field canbe

carried/modulated usingan FFT size of 64 for 20 MHz channel bandwidth. The HE-SIG-B

field can be carried/modulated using an FFT size of e.g.,64 or 256 depending on
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implementation. The HE-SIG-Aand HE-SIG-B fields may occupy the entire channel

bandwidth of theframe. In some aspects, thesizeof the HE-SIG-B fieldis variable. In other

words, the number of symbols containedin the HE-SIG-B field can vary from frame to

frame. For example, the number of symbolsin the HE-SIG-B field may be one symbol, two

symbols, zero symbols, among other possibilities.In this regard, a HE-SIG-B fieldis not

always presentin all frames. To facilitate decoding of the HE frame 400by a receiver, the

size (e.g., number of symbols) containedin the HE-SIG-B field may be indicatedin the HE-

SIG-A field.

[0065] For a 20 MHz channel,an FFT size of 64 is associated with a discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) period of3.2 and a subcarrier spacing of312.5 kHz. For a20 MHz

channel, an FFTsize of 256 is associated with a DFT period of12.8 and a subcarrier

spacing of78.125 kHz. The DFT period may also be referredto as an inverse DFT period

(IDFT) or an DFT DFT period. The DFT period may be denotedas TDFT. The subcarrier

spacing may be referred toasa subcarrier frequency spacing and maybe denotedas∆ . The

subcarrier spacing may be obtainedby dividing the channel bandwidthby the FFTsize. The

DFT period is the reciprocal of the subcarrier spacing.

[0066] The HE header 414 may further include HE-STF and HE-LTF fields, which

contain symbols usedto perform necessaryRF and PHY processing for each PSDU and/or

for the wholePPDU. The HE-LTF symbols may be modulated/carried with FFTsizeof 256

per 20 MHz channel bandwidth and modulated over the entire bandwidth of the frame. Thus,

the HE-LTF field may occupy the entire channel bandwidth of the frame. The HE-STF

symbols may have a fixed patternand a fixed duration. For example, the HE-STF symbols

may have a predetermined repeating pattern.In one aspect,the HE-STF symbolsdo not

require FFT processing.

[0067] In one example, the legacy STF, LTF, andSIG symbols and the HE-SIG-A and

HE-SIG-B symbolsare modulated/carried with FFTsize of 64 on a 20 MHz channel (e.g.,

using a DFT period of3.2 and a subcarrier spacing of312.5 kHz), whereas the HE-LTF

symbols are modulated/carried with FFTsizeof 256 on a 20 MHz channel (e.g., using a DFT

period of 12.8 and a subcarrier spacing of78.125kHz). In such implementations, a first

part 420 of theHE frame 400 mayinclude the legacy STF, LTFand SIG symbols and the

HE-SIG-A and HE-SIG-B symbols. A second part422 of the HE frame 400 may include

HE-LTF symbols. The HE-STF symbols maybe a known predetermined pattern that does

not require FFT processing. Thus, the HE-STF symbols may be considered separatefrom the

first part 420 and the second part 422 of theHE frame 400. In one aspect, the payload 430
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(containing data)is modulated/carried with FFT size of256 (e.g.,using a DFT period of12.8

≤ and a subcarrier spacing of78.125 kHz), and the payload 430 may be includedin the

second part422 of the HE frame400.

[0068] In oneor more aspects, the first part 420 of theHE frame 400 is associated with a

first FFT size,and the second part422 of the HE frame400 is associated with a second FFT

sizethat is greater(or larger)than the first FFTsize. In one or more aspects, the first part 420

of the HE frame 400 is associated with a first subcarrier spacing(e.g., 312.5kHz), and the

second part422 of the HE frame400 is associated with a second subcarrier spacing(e.g.,

78.125kHz) that is lessthan the first subcarrierspacing. In one aspect, a subcarrier spacing

is a spacing between tones (or between subcarriers).In one or more aspects, the boundary of

a first partand a secondpart of an HE frame 400 can be placed at a location other than the

location shownin FIG. 4. For example, the second part may start at the beginning of the

payload 430. In one aspect, a first part ofan HE frame 400 always includes at least the

legacy header(i.e., the L-STF, L-LTF, and L-SIGsymbols).

[0069] In one or more aspects,additional one or more of the HE-STF and/or HE-LTF

fields maybe included in the header410. For example,an additional HE-STF field and/or an

additional HE-LTF field maybe included between the HE-SIG-A field and the HE-SIG-B

field. The additional HE-STFand HE-LTF fields maybe, for example, modulated/carried

with FFT size of64 on a 20 MHz channelandmay be includedaspart of the first part420 of

the HE frame 400. In one or more implementations, a TX signal processing unit280 (or an

IFT 284) illustratedin FIG. 3A may carry out the modulation describedin this paragraph as

well as the modulations describedin other paragraphs above. In one or more

implementations, an RX signal processing unit290 (or an FT 292) may perform

demodulationfor a receiver.

[0070] The horizontal dimensionin FIG. 4 represents the time dimension or number of

OFDM symbols. Each of the fields(e.g., L-LTF, HE-SIG-B, etc.) of the HE frame 400

includes one ormore guardintervalsand one or more OFDM symbols. The guard interval

may be utilized to facilitate compensation of multi-path effects,which may cause inter-

symbol interference(ISI). In oneor more implementations, a guard intervalis a cyclic prefix

(CP), and a guard interval durationis a CP length. A guard interval associated with the first

part 420 of the HE frame may be predeterminedto be, andsetto, for example,0.8 µ . In one

aspect, a guard intervalfor each of a legacy OFDMsymbol in the legacy headerin the first

part 420is set to, for example,0.8 µ . Each guard interval maybe associated with a symbol
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and may be presentbetweensymbols(or betweenconsecutivesymbols). In someaspects,

eachOFDM symbol is precededby a guardinterval.

[0071] In one aspect,multiple guard intervals may be representedas one long guard

interval, and such long guard interval mayprecedethe OFDM symbols associated with the

multiple guard intervals. For example, aguard interval of 1.6 (representing two guard

intervals, each being 0.8 µ ) may be prepended to two consecutive OFDM symbols

associatedwith the two guardintervals.

[0072] In one or more implementations of a transmitter, aG inserter285 illustrated in

FIG. 3A may prepend aguard interval toan OFDM symbol. For a receiver, aGI remover

291 of FIG. 3B may removethe prependedguard interval. As usedherein,the term "OFDM

symbol duration" or "symbol duration"may refer to asum of a duration of aguard interval

and a duration ofan OFDM symbol associatedwith the guard interval, rather than the

duration ofthe OFDM symbol itself, e.g.,without theduration oftheguard interval.

[0073] In someaspects,a guard interval durationutilized in the first part 420 of the HE

frame 400 is predeterminedfor all UL and DL transmissions associated withOFDMA. In

someaspects,information regarding theguard interval duration (e.g., a value ofthe guard

interval duration) utilizedfor the secondpart 422 of the HE frame 400 maybe stored in an

HE-SIG-A field of the HE frame 400. The inclusion of the guard interval duration may

facilitate decoding ofthe HE frame 400 by a receiver ofthe HE frame 400 by allowing the

receiverto determine boundaries between adjacent symbolsin the secondpart 422 of the HE

frame420 basedon the guard intervalduration. For example, a receiver of theHE frame400

maydecodethe first part420 of the HE frame400 basedon thepredeterminedguard interval

duration to obtain theinformation indicative of the guard interval duration utilizedfor the

secondpart 422 of the HE frame 400. With the information, the receivermay decodethe

second part422 of the HE frame400.

[0074] FIG. 5 illustratesa schematicdiagramof an example ofan exchange of frames

among wireless communication devicesfor OFDMA transmission. One or more aspects of

aligning GI duration ofall participatingstationsof OFDMA transmissionare illustrated. The

horizontal dimensionin FIG. 5 represents the time dimensionor number of OFDMsymbols.

The wireless communication devicesinclude an AP, a participating station STAl,and a

participating stationSTA2. Although FIG. 5 illustratesan exchange of framesbetweenan

AP and two stations participatingin OFDMA transmission,the exchange offramesmay be

between the APandoneparticipating station(e.g.,the non-OFDMAcase)or betweentheAP

andmorethan two participatingstations.
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[0075] In FIG. 5, the AP sends a downlink frame510 to the participating stations (e.g.,

STA1 and STA2) during a time period Tl. The downlinkframe 510 is utilized to initiate

OFDMA transmission. For example, the downlink frame510 may be a trigger frame. The

downlink frame 510 may provide, for example, a transmission opportunity to the

participating stationsand may indicate resource allocation information for the participating

stations pertaining to OFDMA transmission. For example, the resource allocation

information may include a sub-band assignedto a respective one of the participating stations

as well as scheduling information regarding when a respective one o f the participating

stations may transmit usingits assigned sub-band. Forinstance,when thereare four STAs,

and the uplink channel bandwidthis, for example,80 MHz, then the AP may assign a sub-

band of the uplinkchannelbandwidth(e.g., a portion of80 MHz) to each respective STAso

that each STA hasits assigned sub-band.The downlink frame 510 may also include other

information, suchasFFT/IFFT period information.

[0076] The downlink frame510 includes a first part520 anda second part522. In one or

more implementations,the first part 520 and the second part522 of the downlink frame510

may be (or may include, or may be a part of) the first part420 and the second part 422,

respectively, of the frame400 described with reference toFIG. 4. The downlink frame510

may include an HE-STF field thatis in between the first part520 and the second part522 of

the downlink frame510. Each guard interval(GI) of the first part520 of the downlink frame

510 may be set at a predetermined guard interval duration Gil. The guard interval duration

Gil may be predetermined forall DL and/or UL transmissions. For example, the guard

interval duration Gil may be set to 0.8 regardless of using a short guard interval for the

second part522. The AP may utilize aguard interval durationGI2 for the rest of the

downlink frame510. The rest of the downlink frame510 may include, for example, the HE-

STF field and thesecondpart 522 of the downlink frame510.

[0077] For example, a guard interval 521a having theguard interval duration Gil may be

prepended to a symbol521b of the first part 520 of the downlink frame510. A symbol

duration maybe the sum of the duration of the guard interval 5 1 and the duration of the

symbol 521b. For brevity, additionalguard intervals and their associated symbols presentin

the first part520 arenot shown.

[0078] Guard interval523aand 524a,eachhaving theguard interval durationGI2, may

be prepended to their respective symbols523b and 524bof the second part522 of the

downlink frame510. Additional guard intervals and symbols thatare presentin the second

part 522 are not shown for brevity. Informationon the guard interval durationGI2 (e.g., a
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value representing GI2) maybestoredin the first part520 of the downlink frame510, such as

in an HE-SIG-A field, and maybe utilized by a receiver of the downlink frame510 to

determine, e.g., for decoding purposes, that the second part522 of the downlink frame510

utilizes guard intervals of the guard interval durationGI2.

[0079] When the participating stations receive the downlink frame510 transmittedby the

AP, the participating stationsmay decode the downlink frame510 and identify that the

participating stationsare supposed to transmit their respective framesto the AP after a

specified time period(e.g.,T2) after the participating stations received the frame510. From

the perspective of the AP, the predetermined timeperiod T2 may be from the end of the

transmission ofthe frame 510 (e.g.,the end of the timeperiodTl). After the predetermined

time periodT2, the participating stationssendtheir respective uplink frames530 and 550 to

the AP during a time periodT3 in response to the downlink frame510. The time periodT2

may be around 6µ to around60 µ for example. In some aspects, the time periodT2 maybe

a short interface space(SIFS). In FIG. 5, the uplink frames530 and550 have a time duration

equal to the time periodT3. In other words,in one aspect,every UL OFDMA participating

STA has thesameframe length. In somecases,one orboth of the uplink frames530 and550

may be of a time durationlessthan or greater than the time periodT3. The uplink frame530

may include a different number of symbolsfrom the uplink frame550. In one aspect,an

uplink frame may include additional guard intervals and symbols beyond those shownin this

figure (e.g.,additionalguard intervals and symbols after the symbol564b).

[0080] When the participating stations transmit theuplink frames530 and 550 as part of

OFDMA transmission, the participating stationsuse the predetermined guard interval

duration Gil for the first parts540 and 560 of their respective frames530 and 550 and use

the same guard interval durationGI2, which is used in the second part522 of the downlink

frame 510, for the second parts542 and 562 of their respective uplink frames530 and 550.

The uplink frames530 and 550 may include a respective HE-STF field thatis in betweenthe

first parts 540 and 560 and the secondparts 542 and 562 of the respective uplink frames

frame 530 and 550. In one aspect,the HE-STF field doesnot utilize any guard interval.As

the guard interval durationGI2 is included in the downlink frame510 for decoding purposes,

no additional overheadis used in the downlink frame510 to indicate the guard interval

duration tobe usedby the participating stationsin the secondparts 542 and 562 of their

respective uplink frames530 and550.

[0081] In one or more implementations, the AP maysetthe guard interval duration based

on a communication environment. The communication environment utilizedby the AP to
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determine the guard interval durationGI2 may include multi-path delay profile of a received

signal, different propagation delay to and from multiple different stations(e.g., the

participating stations), accuracy of timing alignment capabilities of the participating stations,

and so on. For example, the participating stations may reside at different distances from the

AP and/or in different environments (e.g., altitudes, atmosphere, density of buildings,

temperature, etc.) such that propagation delayis different among the participating stations.

The received signal may be asignalreceived at the stations, such as when the stations receive

a signal transmitted to the stationsby the AP. The received signal maybea signal receivedat

the AP, suchaswhen the AP receives a signal transmitted to the APby the stations. In some

cases, the guard interval durationGI2 is the sameasthe guard interval duration Gil.In other

cases, the guard interval durationGI2 is different from the guard interval duration Gil.

[0082] In some aspects,the AP sets the guard interval duration GI2to better

accommodate the different propagation delays associated with the different stations. The AP

may set the guard interval durationto a longer duration allowedby the IEEE802.11 protocol

to better accommodate the different propagation delays. For example, the AP may setthe

guard interval durationGI2 to a longest guard interval duration allowedby the IEEE 802.11

protocol (e.g.,3.2 µ ) . The use of a longer guard interval may allow the participating stations

to synchronize the symbol duration, and the frames sent from the participating stationscan

avoid inter-symbol interferences caused, for example, by the propagation delay differences

among participatingstations.

[0083] In one or more implementations, the guard interval duration Gil utilizedby the

first part (e.g.,520, 540,and 560) of the downlink frame510 and the uplink frames530 and

550 are predetermined (e.g., predetermined before the AP beginsto create/prepare the

downlink frame 510) such that APsand STAs participating in UL and DL OFDMA

transmission throughout a network(e.g., an IEEE 802.1lax-complant network) utilize the

guard interval duration Gil for the first parts of their respectiveframes. A guard interval

duration tobe utilized for theguard interval durationGI2 may be adaptively determinedby

an AP. For example, the AP may adjust the guard interval durationGI2 basedon changesin

the communication environment. The definition of the guard interval durations tobe usedin

the uplink frames (e.g.,530 and 550) of the participating stations allow synchronization of

OFDM symbol boundaries of the uplink frames, since the OFDM symbol durations contained

in the uplink framesare the same for each participating station. Although the number of

symbols containedin the uplink frames (e.g., the number of symbolsin the frame 530
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compared to the number of symbolsin the frame550)maybedifferent, the respective OFDM

symbol durations remain thesamefor the uplink frames.

[0084] In one or more aspects, the respective symbol durations ofthe uplink framesare

the same,and the respectivesymbolboundariesarealigned. For example, a symbol duration

541c is the sameas a symbol duration of561c. A symbol duration543c is the sameasa

symbol duration 563c. A symbol duration 544c is the sameas a symbol duration564c.

Furthermore, a symbol boundary54Id is aligned with asymbolboundary of56Id. A symbol

boundary543d is aligned with asymbolboundary563d. A symbolboundary544d is aligned

with a symbolboundary564d.

[0085] In one or more implementations, the first part(e.g., 540 or 560) and the second

part (e.g., 542 or 562) of an uplink frame (e.g., 530 or 560) may be (or may include,or may

be a part of) the first part 420 and the second part422, respectively, of the frame 400

described with referenceto FIG. 4.

[0086] FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example ofan exchange offrames

among wireless communication devicesfor OFDMA transmission. The description from

FIG. 5 generally applies toFIG. 6, with examples of differences betweenFIG. 5 andFIG. 6

and other descriptions providedhereinfor purposes of clarityandsimplicity.

[0087] In FIG. 6, the APsendsa downlink frame610 to the participating stations during

a time period Tl. The downlink frame 610 includes a first part620 that utilizes aguard

interval duration Gil and a secondpart 622 that utilizes aguard interval duration GI2. The

downlink frame610 may includeanHE-STF field thatis in between the first part620 and the

second part622 of the downlink frame 610. The guard interval duration Gil may be

predetermined whereas theguard interval duration GI2 may be basedon a communication

environment. Information(e.g.,a value) indicative of theguardinterval durationGI2 may be

storedin the first part620 of the downlink frame610, suchas in anHE-SIG-A field, andmay

be utilized by a receiver of the downlink frame610 to determine that the second part622 of

the downlinkframe610 utilizes guardintervals of the guardintervaldurationGI2.

[0088] Whenthe participating stations receive the downlinkframe610 transmittedby the

AP, the participating stationsmay decode the downlinkframe 610 and identify that the

participating stationsare instructedto transmit their respective frames to the AP after aT2

time period after receiving the downlink frame610. The participating stationsuse the

predetermined guard interval duration Gilfor the first parts640 and 660 of their respective

uplink frames 630 and 650. The participating stations use another predetermined guard

interval durationGI0 for the rest of their respective uplink frames(e.g.,the second parts642
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and 662) when the participating stations transmit the respective uplink frames (e.g., 630 and

650) as part of OFDMA communication. The guard interval durationGIO may be

predetermined forUL OFDMA transmission throughout a network(e.g., an IEEE 802.1lax-

compliant network). As the guard interval durationGIO is predetermined for UL OFDMA

transmission throughout the network, the guard interval durationGIO need not be explicitly

indicated (e.g., signaled)to the participating stations. Utilization of the predetermined guard

interval durationGIO may reduce overhead for the OFDMA transmission, such as overhead

of the downlink frame610. The uplink frames630 and 650 may include a respective HE-

STF field that is in betweenthe first parts 640and 660 and the second parts642 and 662 of

the respective uplink frames frame630 and650.

[0089] In some aspects, to better accommodate the different propagation delays that may

possibly be associated with the different stations, the guard interval durationGIO may be set

to a longer guard interval duration. For example, the guard interval durationGIO may be

predeterminedto be set to the longest guard interval defined by theIEEE 802.11 protocol.

The use of a longer guard interval may allow the participating stationsto synchronize the

symbol duration,and the framessent from the participating stations can avoid inter-symbol

interferences caused, for example,by the propagation delay differences among participating

stations.

[0090] Utilizing of predetermined guard interval durationsin the first part and second

part of the uplink frames(e.g., 630 and 650) of the participating stations facilitate

synchronization of OFDM symbol boundaries of the uplink frames,since the respective

OFDM symbol durations containedin the uplink framesare the samefor the participating

stations. Although the number of symbols containedin the uplink frames may be different,

the respective OFDM symbol durations remain thesameand aligned for the uplink frames.

[0091] FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example of an exchange of frames

among wireless communication devices for OFDMA transmission. The descriptionfrom

FIG. 5 generally applies toFIG. 7, with examples of differences betweenFIG. 5 andFIG. 7

andother descriptions provided herein for purposes of clarityandsimplicity.

[0092] In FIG. 7, during a time periodT O that occurs before the AP initiates OFDMA

transmissionfrom multiple participating stations, the AP sends a downlink frame 770 that

includes information associated with OFDMA transmission, such as aguard interval duration

GI3, to be used forUL OFDMA transmission. In one aspect, a payload of the downlink

frame 770 includes information regardingGI3 (e.g., information or a value that canbe used

to identify GI3). In oneaspect, the downlink frame770 may be referred toasa management
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frame. The downlink frame770 may be, may include, or maybe a partof, a beacon frame

that periodically broadcasts the guard interval durationGI3, among other information

associated with the OFDMA transmission. The downlink frame770 may be, may include, or

may bea partof, a response frame sent to a station when the station requests to associate with

a network associated with the AP and/or requests for capabilities/services of the network.

The network may utilize different types of management frames(e.g., beacon frame, probe

response frame, association response frame,etc.). For example, a beacon frame maybe

transmitted by the AP to participating stationson a periodic basis whereas a probe or

association response frame maybesentin responseto inquiries and/or requestsfrom stations.

[0093] The downlink frame770 includes a first part780 and a second part782. The

downlink frame770 may includeanHE-STF field thatis in between the first part780 andthe

second part782 of the downlink frame770. A guard interval duration Gil of the first part

780 of the downlink frame770 is set at a predetermined duration,and a guard interval

duration GI4 of the second part782 of the downlink frame770 can be set at another value

(e.g.,basedon communication environment).In some cases, the guard interval durationGI4

is the sameasthe guard interval duration Gil .In other cases, the guard interval durationGI4

is different from the guard interval duration Gil. In one or more implementations, the

downlink frame 770 is, includes, or is a part of, a probe response frame, an association

response frame, or a beacon frame of the IEEE802.1 protocol.

[0094] To initiate the OFDMA transmission,the AP sends a downlink frame710 to the

participating stations. The downlink frame710 may be a trigger frame. The downlink frame

710 includes a first part720 that utilizes a guard interval duration Gilanda second part722

that utilizes a guard interval durationGI2. The downlink frame 710 may includean HE-STF

field that is in betweenthe first part 720 and the second part722 of the downlink frame710.

The guard interval duration Gil maybe predetermined whereas the guard interval duration

GI2 may be based on a communication environment. Information regarding the guard

interval durationGI2 (e.g., a value indicative ofGI2) may be storedin the first part720 of the

downlink frame710, suchas in an HE-SIG-A field, andmay be utilized by a receiver ofthe

downlink frame 710 to determine,e.g., for decoding purposes, thatthe second part722 of the

downlink frame710 utilizes guard intervals of the guard interval durationGI2.

[0095] When the participating stations receive the downlink frame710 from the AP, the

participating stations may decode the downlinkframe 710 and identify that the participating

stations are supposedto transmit their uplink frames730 and 750 after aT2 time period after

receiving the downlink frame710. The participating stationsuse the predetermined guard
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interval duration Gil for the first parts740 and760 of their respective uplink frames 730and

750. The participating stationsusethe guard interval durationGI3 indicatedby the downlink

frame 770 forUL OFDMA transmission for the second part of their respective uplink frames

730 and 750 (e.g., the remaining parts742 and 762) when the participating stations transmit

the uplink framesas part of OFDMA transmission. The uplink frames730 and 750 may

include a respective HE-STF field thatis in between the first parts 740 and760 and the

second parts742 and762 of the respective uplink frames frame730 and750.

[0096] The IEEE 802.11 protocol guard interval durationsinclude, for example,0.4 µ ,

0.8 ≤, 1.6 µ , and 3.2 µ . In some aspects, the AP sets the guard interval durationGI3 to

better accommodate the different propagation delays associated with the different stations.In

one example,GI3 is different from Gil or GI4. In one example,GI3 is different from GI2.

In another example,GI3 is the same asGI2. In another example,GI3 is the sameasGI4. In

one or more implementations, the guard interval durationGI3 is set to a duration thatis

longer than any of the guard interval duration Gil,GI2, or GI4. For example, sinceGI3 is

utilized by different STAs simultaneously,GI3 may be set to the longest guard interval

defined by the IEEE802.1 protocol (e.g., 3.2 µ ) to better accommodate the different

propagation delays associated with the different STAs.

[0097] Utilization of predetermined Gilin the first parts (e.g.,740 and760) of the uplink

frames (e.g., 730 and 750) of the participating stationsand utilization of GI3 in the second

parts(e.g.,742 and762) facilitate synchronization of OFDM symbol boundaries of the uplink

frames,since the respective OFDM symbol durations containedin the uplink framesare the

same for the participating stations. Although the number of symbols containedin the uplink

frames may be different, the respective OFDM symbol durations remain the sameandaligned

for the uplink frames.

[0098] FIG. 8 illustrates a schematic diagram ofan example ofan exchange of frames

among wireless communication devicesfor OFDMA transmission. The descriptionfrom

FIG. 5 generally appliesto FIG. 8, with examples of differences betweenFIG. 5 andFIG. 8

andother descriptions provided herein for purposes of clarityandsimplicity.

[0099] In FIG. 8, the AP sends a downlink frame810 to the participating stations of the

OFDMA transmission(e.g., STA1 and STA2) during a time period Tl. The downlink frame

810 is utilized to initiate OFDMA transmission. The downlink frame810 may be a trigger

frame. The downlink frame810 includes a first part820 that utilizes a guard interval

duration Gil and a second part822 that utilizes a guard interval durationGI2. The downlink

frame 810 may includean HE-STF field thatis in between the first part820 and the second
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part 822 of the downlink frame810. The guard interval duration Gil may be predetermined

whereas the guardinterval duration GI2 may be basedon a communication environment.

Information regarding the guard interval durationGI2 (e.g., a value representing GI2) maybe

storedin the first part820 of the downlink frame810, suchas in an HE-SIG-A field, and may

beutilized by a receiver of the downlink frame810 to determine,e.g., for decoding purposes,

that the second part822 of the downlink frame810 utilizes guard intervals of the guard

interval durationGI2. The downlink frame810 may also include informationon a guard

interval durationGI3 (e.g., information or a value thatcan identify GI3) to be utilized by the

participating stations.In oneaspect, the informationon the guard interval durationGI3 may

be provided in a payloadin the second part822 of the downlink frame810.

[0100] When the participating stations receive the downlink frame810 transmittedby the

AP, the participating stations may decodethe downlink frame 810 and identify that the

participating stationsaresupposedto transmit their own respective uplink frame830 and850

after aT2 time period after receiving the downlink frame810. The participating stations may

also identify the guard interval durationGI3 to beutilized in the second parts842 and 862 of

the respective uplink frames830 and 850. The participating stations use the predetermined

guard interval duration Gil for the firstparts 840 and 860 of their respective uplink frames

830 and 850. The participating stationsusethe guard interval durationGI3 indicatedby the

downlink frame 810 for UL OFDMA transmission for the second part of their respective

uplink frames 830 and 850 (e.g., the remaining parts842 and 862) when the participating

stations transmit the uplink frame as part of OFDMA transmission. The uplink frames830

and 850 may include a respective HE-STF field thatis in between the firstparts840 and 860

andthe second parts842 and862 of the respective uplink frames frame830 and850.

[0101] In some aspects, the AP setsthe guard interval durationGI3 to better

accommodate the different propagation delays associated withthe different stations. In one

example,GI3 is different from Gil or GI2. In another example,GI3 is the sameasGI2. In

one or more implementations, theguard interval durationGI3 is set to a duration thatis

longer than any of theguard interval duration Gil orGI2. For example,sinceGI3 is utilized

by different STAs simultaneously,GI3 may be setto the longest guard interval definedby the

IEEE 802.11 protocol (e.g., 3.2 µ ) to better accommodate the different propagation delays

associated with the different STAs.

[0102] Utilization of predetermined Gil in the first parts (e.g.,840 and 860) of the

uplink frames (e.g., 830 and 850) of the participating stationsand utilization of GI3 in the

second parts (e.g.,842 and 862) facilitate synchronization of OFDM symbol boundaries of
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the uplink frames, since the respectiveOFDM symbol durations containedin the uplink

framesarethe same for the participatingstations. Although the number of symbols contained

in the uplink framesmay be different, the respective OFDM symbol durations remain the

sameandaligned for the uplinkframes.

[0103] In one or more aspects,methodsand systems allow aligning of symbol durations

of multiple participating stationsfor UL OFDMA transmissionby setting guard interval

durationsto beutilized by the participatingstations. The methodsandsystems may facilitate

maintaining the same respectiveOFDM symbol durationsand symbol synchronization(or

alignment) across MU simultaneous transmissionby the participatingstations. Suchaligning

and synchronizing may facilitate decrease of receiver complexityand increase of overall

network efficiencyfor simultaneous transmissionaspart of OFDMA transmission.

[0104] Like reference numerals may designatelike elements. For example, same

reference numerals Gil,GI2, GI3, Tl, T2, and T3 are usedin various figuresfor simplicity

and convenience. These componentswith the same reference numerals havecertain

characteristics thatare the same,but as different figures illustrate different examples,the

samereference numeral does not indicate that a component with thesamereference numeral

has the exactsamecharacteristics. While the samereference numeralsare usedfor certain

components, examples of differenceswith respect to a componentare described throughout

this disclosure.

[0105] FIGS. 9A through 9C illustrate flow charts of examples of methodsfor

facilitating wireless communication. For explanatoryand illustration purposes,the example

processes900, 920 and 930 may be performedby the wireless communication devices 11-

15 of FIG. 1 and their componentssuch as a baseband processor210, a MAC processor

2 11, a MAC software processing unit212, a MAC hardware processing unit213, a PHY

processor215, a transmittingsignalprocessingunit 280 and/or a receivingsignalprocessing

unit 290; however, the example processes900, 920 and 930 are not limited to the wireless

communication devices 111-1 15 of FIG. 1 or their components,and the example processes

900, 920 and 930 may be performedby some of the devices shownin FIG. 1, or other

devices or components. Furtherfor explanatoryand illustration purposes,the blocks of the

example processes900, 920 and 930 are described hereinasoccurring in serial or linearly.

However, multiple blocks of the example processes900, 920 and 930 may occur in parallel.

In addition, the blocks of the example processes900, 920 and 930 neednot be performedin

the order shown and/oroneor more of the blocks/actions of the example processes900, 920

and930need notbeperformed.
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[0106] Various examples of aspects ofthe disclosure aredescribed belowasclausesfor

convenience. Theseareprovidedasexamples,and do not limit the subject technology. As

anexample,some oftheclauses describedbeloware illustrated in FIGS. 9A through9C.

[0107] ClauseA. An apparatusfor facilitating wireless communication, the apparatus

comprising:one or more memories;and one or moreprocessors coupled to theone or more

memories,the one or more processors configuredto cause:determining asecondcyclic

prefix lengthbased on afirst frame received; generating asecondframe that comprises a first

set ofsymbolsand asecondset ofsymbols,the first set of symbols being associatedwith a

first cyclic prefix length, the secondset of symbolsbeing associated with the cyclic prefix

length;andproviding thesecondframefor transmission.

[0108] ClauseB. An apparatus for facilitating wireless communication, the apparatus

comprising:one or more memories;and one or moreprocessors coupledto the one or more

memories,the oneor moreprocessors configuredto cause:determining a cyclic prefixlength

for an uplink multi-user transmissionbasedon a first frame receivedfrom an accesspoint,

wherein the firstframe includes resourceallocation information for the uplink multi-user

transmissionand the cyclic prefix length; generating a secondframe using the cyclic prefix

length for the uplink multi-user transmission;and transmitting thesecondframe using the

resource allocationinformation.

[0109] Clause C. A computer-implemented method of facilitating wireless

communication,the methodcomprising: generating a firstframe that comprises apayload,

the payload comprisinginformation indicative of a cyclic prefix length for a plurality of

stations;andproviding the first frame fortransmission directedto the plurality ofstations.

[0110] In oneor moreaspects,additionalclausesaredescribed below.

[0111] A method comprisingoneor moremethods or operations describedherein.

[0112] An apparatus comprisingone or more memories(e.g., 240, one or more internal,

external or remote memories,or oneor moreregisters)andoneor moreprocessors(e.g.,210)

coupled tothe one or more memories,the one or more processors configuredto causethe

apparatus to performoneor moremethodsor operations describedherein.

[0113] An apparatus comprising means(e.g., 210) adaptedfor performing one or more

methods or operations describedherein.

[0114] A computer-readable storagemedium(e.g.,240, oneor more internal,externalor

remote memories, or one or more registers) comprising instructionsstored therein, the

instructions comprising codefor performing one or more methodsor operationsdescribed

herein.
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[0115] In oneaspect, a method maybeanoperation,an instruction,or a functionandvice

versa. In one aspect, a clause maybe amendedto include some orall of the words (e.g.,

instructions, operations, functions,or components)recited in other one or more clauses,one

or moresentences,oneor more phrases,oneor moreparagraphs, and/oroneor moreclaims.

[0116] To illustrate the interchangeability of hardwareand software, items such as the

various illustrative blocks, modules, components, methods, operations,instructions, and

algorithms havebeen described generallyin terms of their functionality. Whether such

functionality is implementedashardwareor software dependsupon the particular application

and design constraintsimposedon the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the

described functionalityin varying waysfor eachparticular application.

[0117] A reference toan elementin the singularis not intended to mean oneandonly one

unless specificallyso stated,but ratherone or more. For example, "a" modulemay refer to

oneor more modules.An element proceededby "a," "an," "the," or "said" doesnot, without

further constraints, preclude the existence of additional same elements.

[0118] Headingsandsubheadings, if any,areusedfor convenience onlyanddo not limit

the invention. The word exemplaryis usedto meanservingasanexample orillustration. To

the extent that the terminclude,have,or the like is used,such termis intendedto be inclusive

in a manner similarto the term compriseas comprise is interpretedwhen employedas a

transitional wordin a claim. Relational termssuchas first and secondand the like may be

used to distinguish one entity or action from another without necessarily requiringor

implying any actualsuchrelationshipor orderbetweensuch entitiesor actions.

[0119] Phrasessuch asan aspect, theaspect,another aspect,someaspects,one or more

aspects, an implementation, the implementation, another implementation, some

implementations,one or more implementations,an embodiment, the embodiment, another

embodiment, some embodiments,one or more embodiments, a configuration, the

configuration, another configuration, some configurations,one or more configurations, the

subject technology, the disclosure, the present disclosure, other variations thereofand alike

are for convenienceanddo not imply that a disclosure relatingto suchphrase(s)is essential

to the subject technologyor that such disclosure applies toall configurations ofthe subject

technology. A disclosure relating tosuchphrase(s)may apply toall configurations,or oneor

more configurations. A disclosure relatingto such phrase(s) may provideone or more

examples. A phrasesuchasanaspector someaspects may referto oneor moreaspectsand

vice versa,andthis applies similarly to other foregoing phrases.
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[0120] A phrase "at least one of preceding a series ofitems,with the terms "and" or "or"

to separate any of theitems, modifies the list as a whole, rather than each member of the

list. The phrase "at least one of does not require selection of at leastone item; rather, the

phrase allows a meaning that includes at leastoneof any oneof the items, and/or at least one

of any combination ofthe items,and/or atleastoneof each of theitems. By way of example,

each of the phrases "atleastone ofA, B, andC" or "at leastone of A,B, or C" refers to only

A, only B, or only C; any combination ofA, B, and C; and/or at leastone of eachof A, B,

andC.

[0121] It is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps, operations, or

processes disclosedis an illustration of exemplary approaches. Unless explicitly stated

otherwise, it is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps, operations, or

processes maybe performed in different order. Some of thesteps,operations, or processes

may be performed simultaneously. The accompanying method claims, if any, present

elements of the varioussteps,operations or processesin a sample order,and arenot meantto

be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented. These may be performedin serial,

linearly, in parallel or in different order. It should be understood that the described

instructions, operations,and systems can generallybe integrated togetherin a single

software/hardware product or packagedinto multiple software/hardware products.

[0122] The disclosureis provided to enable any person skilledin the art to practice the

various aspects described herein.In some instances, well-known structuresandcomponents

are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring the concepts ofthe subject

technology. The disclosure provides various examples of the subject technology,and the

subject technologyis not limited to these examples. Various modificationsto these aspects

will be readily apparentto those skilledin the art, and theprinciples described herein maybe

applied to other aspects.

[0123] All structural and functional equivalents tothe elements of the various aspects

described throughoutthe disclosure thatare known or later come to be known to those of

ordinary skill in the artareexpressly incorporated hereinby referenceandare intended tobe

encompassedby the claims. Moreover, nothing disclosed hereinis intendedto be dedicated

to the public regardless of whether such disclosureis explicitly recited in the claims. No

claim element is to be construed under the provisions of35 U.S.C. § 12, sixth paragraph,

unless the elementis expressly recited using a phrase means foror, in the case of a method

claim, the elementis recited using the phrasestepfor.
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[0124] The title, background, brief description of the drawings, abstract, and drawings are

hereby incorporatedinto the disclosureand are provided as illustrative examples of the

disclosure, notas restrictive descriptions. It is submitted with the understanding that they

will not be used tolimit the scope or meaning of theclaims. In addition, in the detailed

description,it canbe seenthat the description provides illustrative examplesand the various

features are grouped togetherin various implementations for the purpose of streamlining the

disclosure. The method of disclosureis not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that

the claimed subject matter requiresmore features thanare expressly recitedin eachclaim.

Rather, as the following claimsreflect, inventive subject matterlies in lessthanall features of

a single disclosed configuration or operation. The following claims are hereby incorporated

into the detailed description, witheachclaim standingon its own as a separately claimed

subject matter.

[0125] The claimsare not intendedto be limited to the aspects described herein, butare

to be accorded thefull scope consistent with the language claimsand to encompassall legal

equivalents. Notwithstanding, none of the claimsare intendedto embrace subject matter that

fails to satisfy the requirements of the applicable patentlaw, nor should they be interpretedin

sucha way.
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